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About This Game

Venice was at the peak of its power during the Renaissance and was viewed as a city of decadence, beauty and intrigue.
Renowned as the linchpin of civilization and the cultural centre of Europe, Venice was the most important trading post between
Western Europe and the eastern stretch of the Mediterranean Sea. It was also the stage for political corruptions and clandestine

dealings.

This is where your story begins. As a young man striving for success, power and wealth and with the support of your family, you
begin to build up a trading empire across Genua, Tripoli, Rome, Alexandria and Constantinople in addition to many other
significant cities from the Renaissance. As you progress through the ranks of Venetian society, increasing your power with

smart trading moves and calling in the occasional favour you can begin to assemble your own fleet. With this you will start to
build up new production facilities, test yourself in challenging sea battles where you will face off against pirates as well as

political enemies to finally become the Doge of Venice.

Key Features:

Experience a compelling story full of intrigue and treason in Venice at the time of the Renaissance

Trade a variety of goods in the most important cities of the time such as Rome, Alexandria, Constantinople or Athens.

With your own family tree you can interact with your family members, send them on missions and watch how the power
of your family grows over time.

Meet other important families who are pulling the strings in Venice’s government and influence political decisions
yourself.
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Build your own production facilities and trading fleets

Take fate into your own hands and test your skills in furious sea battles

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 players via LAN and Internet
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Title: Rise of Venice
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Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2013
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English,French,German,Italian,Russian,Korean,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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Please note: I don't normally play Flight Simulators much and they are not really my forte. I picked this game up because it was
recommended by a friend on a sale. This review will be written from that perspective.

First off, the game just won't start after installation, with the launcher just automatically closing off by itself. Hmm...not a good
start at all.

For anyone who is contemplating on buying this, be forwarned.
You might need to follow the guide at this link to even get the game running.

Credits and Rep to SSnoicebox for the below solution:
Note: You will only need to do this once. If you are playing Single Player only, you will not need to log in.

http://forums.steampowered.com/forums/showpost.php?p=31789933&postcount=22

Wings of Prey is a flight sim based on aerial battles across 6 theatres of WW2 in the single player campaign which lasts around
14 hours. (I admit I cheated a little and used a saved game file to get pass some missions only because they were just too
difficult due to having a limited time to completing objectives. Eg: Hornet's Nest)

The graphics look very nice and detailed especially when the fighting gets furious in later missions with explosions everywhere.
Music and sound effects also add alot to the atmosphere with appropriate engine sounds and wind swooshes. Another cool thing
to note is when you are talking with your Wingman as a Russian Pilot, the whole conversation is in spoken in Russian with
english subtitles which i felt was a nice touch. And of course with any flight sims, a flightstick is highly recommended although
keyboard and mouse does the job adequately as well.

I am not a hardcore fan of flight-sims and I do not make use of any flying formations to achieve my kills so I will not be able to
say if the flight physics is realistic or not for hardcore flight-sim fans.

It is rather forgiving game though in that you can have 3 modes of play (Arcade, Realistic or Simulator) and have the choice of
unlimited tries even though you may get shot down in which you can just press a key to continue the fight as normal. Personally
i felt that the game isn't really catered for the hardcore crowd tho, as even when you play Realistic or Simulator, the game will
still provide "Bomb Indicator" targeting HUD for bombing so you'll know when to drop bombs during bombing runs. I'm quite
sure the real WW2 aces wouldn't have access to such a bomb targetting HUD during their time lol!

Multiplayer Co-op is only limited to the DLC Wings of Luftwaffe, and the whole process of getting online is absolutely tedious.
To even play multiplayer, you must have signed in to the launcher when you initially launched the game, which in itself
sometimes have troubles logging in. I didn't manage to get any multiplayer going on as my friend had a lot of technical troubles
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with Yuplay not recognizing his account, website not even recognizing his keyboard thus unable to key in any passwords etc. In
short, it was just a horrible experience.

In closing, I must say that this game is probably catered for people who seldom plays Flight-Sim and provides simple but not
overly dumbed down controls. It will probably not appeal to hardcore fans who demand absolute realism. The single player
campaign is satisfying enough with lots of interesting planes to fly around.

The biggest letdown of the whole game is the whole backend technical infrastructure, how it is so cumbersome to even activate
the game and register an account with Yuplay, which IMO looks very much like those 2bit Asian Browser MMO pages for gold
farmers. (No racism intended as I am Asian myself.) There is a nice game in there somewhere, only if you are willing to get past
all the technical hurdles and inconveniences to get to it.

Overall Rating: 6.0 / 10
(I would have rated it 7.0 had the game been easier to set up without all the frustrating technical issues)

If you are not fan of Flight Sims, this game will not convert you into one. For Hardcore Flight Sim fans, you will probably find
this game too easy. Its best to get it on a cheap sale.. Well... if ur >8. This is a really good game and a fun one too. The only
down side to this game is it gives you a time limit to do the missions in which I don't think is good, I hope they do an update
where you can be able to make mission not timed. The ambulance mission aren't very good either beacuse all you do is get to the
place where they're hurt / injured , pick them up and take them to the hospital. It is very realistic aswell.. Loving it so far!. No
comment. lol
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Worst game ever. Controls were sluggish, none of the textures ever loaded despite using a dedicated graphics card (no warning
btw that integrated graphics aren't supported before you buy the game), game keeps freezing despite having more than
maximum requirements to run. Don't waste your money on this game.. like dark souls. An enjoyable little lane defense title.
Very little is explained, but after a couple of run throughs on the new levels, you soon work out the tactics (hopefully). It is a bit
more strategic than it first appears.. what a game !

pros: graphics are sick, weapons are fantastic with great variety. the 3 weapons you choose from all have different functions
when usign them. the enemies are cool looking and some of them are pretty scary ! lol boss battle was really cool and to top it
off theres coop ! which when you have a friend is awesome =)

cons: the coop is great but the userbase isnt there yet so its really hard to find anybody to play with unless you have a friend. also
the coop has no mic support so it kind of sucks not being able to communicate with your friend without discord. finally i love all
the weapons but i need to see more, alot of game are offering jjust three weapons, i need a plethora to keep me interested.

developers update the game often so i have high hopes !! a def must buy 9.5/10. The Running Man” meets Lovecraft creatures.
Great atmosphere, excellent graphics. I recommend!. This game is pretty horrid, but I got it for free and it came with steam
cards.

Buy it on sale, for those sweet, sweet steam cards.
. VERY NICE! This game isn't like any other boring archery VR games, it's far more exciting than others, with player
progression and very cool powerups for each bow. Bow's physics feels wonderful and im glad I have this game now. BTW, this
game is funny as hell.. all i need to say is the game keeps crashing. This would be a good tool for table-top rpgs or miniture style
games. However, it's trash. There is no community support, so you can't share what you do. Multiplayer options are tedious and
require some amount of tech knowlege. Having owned this for quite a while, i've yet to see any substantave changes in updates,
and devs have moved on to other projects. DON"T WASTE YOUR $$
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